Figure 45

Employed science, engineering, and health doctorate holders, by sex, broad occupation, sector of employment, and the extent work on principal job is related to doctoral degree: 2019

Sex and broad occupation

- **Other sectors, work not related**
- **Other sectors, work somewhat related**
- **Other sectors, work closely related**
- **4-yr educational institution, work not related**
- **4-yr educational institution, work somewhat related**
- **4-year educational institution, work closely related**

S&E = science and engineering.

**Note(s):**
Four-year educational institutions includes 4-year colleges or universities, medical schools (including university-affiliated hospitals or medical centers), and university-affiliated research institutes. Detail may not add to total because of rounding and suppression. Estimates include those employed and living in the United States during the reference week.

**Source(s):**